
Spillo Flex Spine
featuring Quik-Stik Disposable Dusting

RIGID, PRESSURE-ACCEPTING FRAME
Durable, co-polymer frame withstands pressure to maintain contact

on flat, hard-to-reach surfaces. Secures at any angle.

QUIK-STIK DISPOSABLE SLEEVES
Provides maximum hygienic capturing of dust for safe disposal. 
Eliminates washing, shaking, or jerry-rigging a cloth-wrapped tool.

ATTRACTS, CAPTURES, HOLDS DUST
Exclusive Quik-Stik non-woven material is impregnated with a tacky 
substance to attract and hold dust and dirt for sanitary disposal. 

HIGH-REACH OPTION
Attach to telescopic poles for up to an additional 72” of dusting reach.
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QUIK-STIK DISPOSABLE DUSTING SLEEVES

SPILLO Flex Spine Details

SPILLO Flex Spine Dusting System

Spillo Flex Spine Hand Duster frame w/grip 
for 35” handle or manual, blue
Item# 1400A    16”

35” handle
Item# TA22085

22”- 36” handle
Item# 0000AM3090A

38”- 72” handle
Item# 0000AM3070UA

Spillo Flex Spine Hand Duster frame w/adaptor 
for use with telescopic poles, blue
Item# 1401A    16”

Quik-Stik™ disposable dusting,
sleeve, white
Item# 00PU0102000    16”    

Micro-Fast microfiber long shag
dusting sleeve, white/purple
400 washings
Item# 1086DK    16”    

Quik-Stik disposable dusting sleeve is  
designed to trap and hold dust and dirt 
particles in its mass of tiny fibers. 

The glue-infusion technology creates 
a tackiness which sticks and holds the 
dust and dirt.  The fiberous material 
is able to reach into indentations and 
surface imperfections. 

Spillo locks into any angle. Its sturdy co-polymer 
construction enables users to exert pressure on the 
Spillo while dusting. 

To secure Quik-Stik disposable dusting sleeve into the Spillo frame, pull sleeve onto the frame and press fabric into the 
star keepers.

USE WITH TELESCOPIC POLES FOR HIGH REACH

Spillo holding 3 1/2 pound catalog


